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Chapter I

SYMBOLISM IN GENERAL

It is the aim of this prefatory chapter to 
define symbolism in some manner, to give the 
reader some notion of the different stages in 
meaning through which the word has passed and to 
show the different attitudes toward the word dis
closed by the various epochs of civilization. Re
ference has been made also, to the apparently 
essential element of its constitution proven by 
the fact of its being discarded in one epoch and 
its being adopted in another.

The term symbolism at the present day has 
a wide and varied connotation. To the mathematician 
it has one meaning, to the psychologist another, 
to the artist still another. Before attesting 
to communicate ideas in the phases of this subject, 
then, it is necessary that the term be restricted 
and defined. Symbolism is as old as creation and 
began when God made the world and its created things.

<d
Without it there can be no language, no literature:
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for words and letters are symbols; mere sounds 
of the voice are symbols which have been agreed 
upon to give certain signification. By the pre
sent combination of certain letter symbols it 
has been likewise agreed that they represent 
certain words which have their own distinct mean
ing. Hence, a word may be said to be a symbol 
composed 6^ symbols. Gradually the word extend
ed its meaning until it came to denote a physical 
representation by form with a mental idea. 1 

According to Count Goblet d’Alviella,
"A symbol might be defined as a 

representation which does not aim at being a reproduction,” 2
That Thomas Carlyle regarded the word in a 

more highly developed sense the following defini
tions testify:

”In a Symbol there is concealment and 
yet revelation; hence, therefore, by Silence 
and Speech acting together comes a double significance,”

and in a yet higher and fuller sense he says,
"In the Symbol proper, what we can call

1. Arthur Symons, The Symbolistic Movement in 
Literature, New York: E. P. DuttoiTand Company. 1908. pp. 1-2.

2» The Migration of Symbols. ?/estminster: Archibald 
Constable Company. 189d. Preface, p. 1.



a Symbol, there is ever more or less directly, 
some embodiment and revelation of the Infinite; 
the Infinite is made to blend itself with the 
Finite, to stand visible and as it were attainable there." 1
(A smiliar idea of the word in its beginning 

in literature is held by a later student of sym
bolism,

"a form of expression at the best but 
approximate essentially but arbitrary, until 
it has attained the force of a convention for 
an unseen reality apprehended by the consciousness." * 2
The present day attitude of mankind toward 

symbolism, i.e., and admixture of attraction and 
repulsion, is the result of the practical in- 
telligence, the theoretical desire to pierce to 
ultimate fact and the ironic critical impulse. 
Symbols are pushed aside by hard-headed men of facts 
and theoretical intellects in their enthusiasm for 
truth at all costs. It is true that the life of 
humanity can be easily overwhelmed by symbolic 
accessories just as a tropical garden may run wild 
with vegetation. A continuous process of pruning 
is necessary. But does this repulsion of symbolism 
mark an epoch of cultural history for civilized

!• Sartor Resartus. Bk. Ill, Chap. 10, p. 217.
2. Arthur Symons, The Symbolistic Movement in Literature, p. 1.



people? No doubt, this continuous criticism per
forms a necessary service on the side of practical 
efficiency in the direction of thought, but an occa
sional return to the symbol seems inevitable.

''Symbolism is no mere idle fancy or 
corrupt degeneration; it is inherent in 
the very texture of human life. Language 
itself is a symbol. And, an another, example, 
however you reduce the functions of your 
government to their utmost simplicity, yet 
symbolism remains. It may be a healthier 
manlier ceremonial, suggesting finer nations.
But still it is symbolism. You abolish 
the etiquette of a royal court, with its 
suggestion of personal subordination, but 
at official receptions you ceremonially 
shake the hand of the Governor of your State. 
Just as the feudal doctrine of a subordination 
vY classes, reaching up to the ultimate over
lord, requires its symbolism; so does the doctrine of human quality obtain its sym
bolism. Mankind, it seems, has to find a 
symbol in order to express itself. Indeed, 
'expression' is 'symbolism'." -1
Fundamentally, as far as there is any agreement

among men, it is agreed that a symbol is an expression
of meaningful experience. The basis of association
(of course between some combination of ideas,
emotions, and sensations) is indicated in the root
of the word itself, coming as it does from the
Greek 'symbolon' meaning ’to throw together'. As
to association there is agreement likewise among
philogists and philosophers, psychologists and

1* Alfred uorth Whitehead, Symbolism, its Meaning 
.and Gffect. New York: the MacMillan Co. 1927. pp. 61-62.



psychiatrists, that essentially it is of two types, 
i.e., extrinsic or association through contiguity, 
and intrinsic or association through resemblance. 
These two types of symbols are thus referred to as
the extrinsic or arbitrary-association symbol and 
the intrinsic or descriptive symbol. ^

Distinction between these two types is highly 
complicated, and understood fully perhaps only by 
students of symbolism. However, the aim and func
tion of each kind of symbol can be readily under
stood by readers who are not professed symbolists.

"The arbitrary-association symbol is to be distinguished by its basis, which is ex
trinsic, and by its aim and function which are 
apt representation, or expression of ’Multum 
:-y paivo’, rather than descriptive enhancement of that which is symbolized, through a com
parison 0 1 ^qualities, to give vividness and 
individual!ty, the symbol is classed as com
parative or descriptive. Basic to the associa- ti on will be such l&ws e.s depend on the obser— 
vation of similarity and contrast. The artist 
uses comparative or descriptive when his in
terest i£> in some datum of experience for its 
own sake, and his desire to communicate his impression of it." ^
The lirst prophet of symbolism in America to 

be recognized by the Trench School of Symbolism was 
Edgar Allan Poe, and by the middle of the century

1. E. Blanders Dunbar, Symbolism in Medieval
anought, Hew Haven: Yale University Press.

2. Ibid, p. $76<



such writers as Hawthorne, Melville, Whitman, and 
even Emerson were referred to as "developing in 
the direction of symbolism." 1

"As a technique Symbolism represents the effort to communicate, by means *>f a 
unique personal language, ideas, feelings, 
and sensations more faithfully than they 
are rendered through the conventional and 
universal language of ordinary literature.
The function of this language is 'to imitate 
things rather than state things plainly*; 
it depends on suggestion rather than state
ment...........  Prose writers depend less
directly on imagery for communication, so 
that he (the author) is forced to extend 
the application of his term. Here symbols 
with their 'multiplied assocations’ are 
supposed to include also characters, situa
tions, places, motifs, patterns of behavior. 
In other words, the term is applied no longer 
to a particular way of using words— hut to " 
a particular attitude toward experience as a whole." * 2
Prom the above citation it is quite safe to 

assume that symbolism today has been exiled almost 
entirely to the realm of poetry, where it may be 
harmless, charming, and emblematically suggestive; 
since poetry today is considered poetry more for 
what it suggests than any truths it may reveal. In 
this practical work—a—day world readers are wont

1. ¿idmund ..ilson, Axel’s Castle, New York; Charle 
Scribners Sons. 1931. p. 12.

2• William Troy, "Symbolism as a Generating Force 
in Contemporary Literature", New York 
Times Book Review. Vol. XXXVIT’ITo . 8, (Feb. 22,1931) p . 2.
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to regard symbolic figures as fanciful and childish, 
perhaps medieval or barbarous, and yet these figures 
are instinct with the heart—beats of once living 
men, which could they but be heard, would tell 
of struggles and hopes similar to the experiences of 
the generation of today. Symbolism is so vital to >  
language and speech that thought cannot be expressed 
without the use of a symbol. That symbols were
especially dear to the hearts of men and writers of 
an earlier day is evidenced by the wide use of pic
torial emblems found in old books and manuscripts in 
the form of water-marks, cryptograms, anagrams, title- 
pages, and so on.

It is quite obvious that symbolism, as Hawthorne 
knew it, was not the highly developed term used by
later symbolists, chief among whom are the French 
Symbolists. To Hawthorne the word denoted a physical V 
representation by form with a mental idea and with 
him this becomes the literary device so admirably v 
suited to transmit to the world his ideas of moral 
significance, /To the above mentioned higher 'realm

A

of thought, penetrated only by the mystic, Hawthorne 
did not ascend, for he

!,was not a true symbolist; he was a 
plain artist,— with the mind and heart of
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an artist........  As an observer, in his
notebooks it is noticeable to what an ex
tent he simply mirrored what he saw, with 
what lucidity he gives it back. He seems 
at times to be only such a mirror of life 
giving it back uncolored by his personality, as a pure medium.” 1
A true indication that the word "symbol” has 

been used loosely in the field of language, and 
that authors were happily oblivious of a restrict
ed definition is shown by the frequence of such 
questions as: How does "symbol” differ from "allegory” 
or "metaphor" or the like? That Hawthorne did not 
distinguish between symbol and allegory, the follow-

r ning citation provep:
"Hawthorne never quite fully realized the 

distinction between symbol and allegory, or 
was never long able to resist the allegorizing 
temptation. Many of his shorter stories are 
frankly allegories, and are among the best of 
their kind, such as Young Goodman Brown or 
The :.-inisterts Black Veil. But in all his work 
there is an attempt to write two meanings at 
once,^to turn what should be a great spiritual 
reality into a literal and barren figure of 
speech. He must always broider a visible badge 
on every personage; Hester’s A, Miss Hepzibah’s 
scowl, the birthmark, the furry ears of"the Paun. 
In all this there is charm, surprise, ingenuity; 
but is it quite imagination, which is truth, and not a decoration rather than a symbol?" %

I* * G. E. Woodberry, Hawthorne, Hoy/ to Know Him
Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Co. 1918. p. 91.

*3. Arthur Symons, Studies in Prose and Verse .London: 
J• M* Dent and Sons, Ltd.,1910. pp. 56-57.*
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"Allegory starts with an idea and 
creates an imaginary object as its exponent.
If one starts with an a ctual object and from 
it receives the suggestion of an idea, one 
is a symbolist. In other words, the primary 
difference betv/een symbolism and allegory, 
is that the former sees * sermons in stones’; 
and the latter from phantom stones builds sermons." 1
The clarity of the above citation makes the 

classification of Hawthorne’s works a comparatively 
easy task, and one must concede that he is more 
often an allegorist than a symbolist. 1

1. C. R. Post, Medieval Spanish Allegory, pp.4-5.
quoted in Dunbar’s Symbolism in Medieval Thought. p. 279. Footnote.



Chapter II

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO HAWTHORNE'S SYMBOLISM

indirectly responsible for his symbolic methods, 
i.e., his Puritan ancestry and his habits of soli
tude. Both these contributed largely to the moral 
tendency in Hawthorne, which tendency he expressed 
by means of symbols.

Hawthorne, with five or six generations of 
New England ancestry bach of him, could not escape 
being something of a moralist. "Stern and black- 
beaided" soldiers, judges, legislators, lay preachers 
and seamen made up the long ancestral line from which 
the early nineteenth century Salem boy descended.
They had led sober, useful lives and lived now only 
in the imaginations of their progeny as dim shadowy 
figures, dusky and oppressive; for their hands had 
been stained with the blood of Quakers and witches 
and the tradition of this curse spread gloom upon the 
line of their descendants. These facts were kept 
alive in Hie New England annals on v/hose pages were 
recorded the expeditions the pioneer Hawthorne led

Two factors in the life of Hawthorne are
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against the Indians, the speeches they had delivered 
in the colonial assembly, the courts they had pre
sided over, the ships they commanded, and the ser
mons thay had the authority to preach. It required 
more than the mere passage of a century to mollify 
such facts as these. Distinguished as the earlier 
ancestors had been, the condition to which the race 
fell in the eighteenth century has been described 
by our own Hawthorne as "dreary and unprosperous", 
and his rather humble birthplace on Union Street, 
argues no very brilliant culmination to the genea
logical tale. The boy's father, Captain Nathaniel 
Hawthorne,"a silent, reserved, severe man of an 
athletic and rather slender build, and habitually 
of a rather melancholy cast of thought", commanded 
a merchant vessel in the Guiana trade, and had died 
of yellow fever at Surinam, when little Nathaniel 
was four years old. Not a great deal is learned 
of the boy's childhood but from what one does learn 
it is quite easy to perceive that the son was not 
cut from quite the same fabric as his sea-faring
father. Habits of solitude were common to the family_
his young mother shutting herself up with her grief



in her early thirties. Hoe long period of se
clusion and mourning had no doubt, its early 
effect on the temperament of young Nathaniel, for 
later in life we find him clinging to solitude and 
shrinking from contact with practical life. As a 
result of this solitude we find his imagination en
tangling itself in the briars of an abnormal ex
perience; looking at the distorted things of life. 
Sin, guilt and their relations to the human heart, 
were to become the'theme of his thoughts and writ
ings. This moral tendency, so often ascribed purely 
to Puritan ancestry, is more likely the direct result 
of his early home environment, for others as well as 
Hawthorne have had Puritan blood in their veins and 
yet escaped the gloomy Puritan dogmas. 1

"He had no more Puritan blood than 
Emerson and hundred of other New Englanders 
of his time; and who will say that they are 
obsessed with the spectral presence of guilt?
No: there are more things to sunder Hawthorne 
fromthe Puritans than to link him with them; 
and if Ilk© them, he brooded on the black 
fatalities of human error and vice, it was the 
result of his own somber consciousness of 
separation from the ways of fellow-men-- a 
consciousness in which the sense of guilt 1

1. George Parsons Lathrop, A Study of Hawthorne.
Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, and" Company."



luxuriates like noisome growths in a swamp,
Mark the form that guiltiness habitually " 
takes in the representation of it, and you 
will be in no doubt of its origin. The 
essential sin, he would seem to say, lies 
in whatever shuts up the spirit in a dungeon 
where it is alone, beyond the reach of common 
sympathies and the general sunlight. All 
that isolates, damns; all that associates, saves.” x *
Hawthorne’s habits of reading “began early in 

life, and he is said to have shocked hia aunt and v 
uncle by quoting Shakespeare at the age of six. 
Instead of playing with the boys of the village, 
young Nathaniel preferred to take long walks by 
himself to remote and unfrequented places, after 
which he would entertain his two sisters with long 
fantastic tales of imaginary trips taken to distant 
lands by merely sailing through the air. This 
tendency toward the fanciful tale, later culminat
ing in the Twice Told Tales, and Mosses from an Old 
— ■s'-’ it to be ascribed largely to his early reading 
of such books as the Faerie Queene. The Castle of 
Indolence, and Pilgrim’s Progress. Owing to an 
accident, he injured his foot and was forced to remain 
at home for a period of two years, during which tins 
he would like for hours on the floor with his books, 1

1. Newton Arvin, Hawthorne, Boston: Little, 
Brown and Company, 1989. pp. 58-59.



among them the works of Rousseau. Such reading, 
coupled with long hours of solitude, was hound to / 
keep him living in a fantastic fairy world, in 
spite of the fact that he was really living in the 
grim actualities of New England Salem. The fic
titious realms of his later writings were already 
taking shape. His habits of solitude and intro
spection were contributing toward the fibre of the 
themes of his stories-to-be.

Later the opportunity for solitude was increased 
when Hawthorne’s mother and her three children moved 
to Raymond, Maine, to a house built for them by his 
uncle, Robert Manning. Here they were plunged in 
the midstt of deepest solitude, where the boy spent 
blissful days hunting, skating, fishing, and swimming 
and acquired what he later refers to as his "cursed 
habits of solitude." While here encouraged by his 
uncle he kept a diary as the practice of forming 
systematic habits of observation and record. That 
this was a profitable exercise is shown by the 
Notebooks written later, which are nothing more than 
minute observations containing data and suggestions 
for his later.fiction. As Woodberry says:

"Hawthorne was preeminently, an observer
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a +̂-u&4Íí10ra'*'ÍS't’ artist and thinker, andwith the progress of life 'the mind naturally counted for more than the eye. The objects"of 
observation and meditation, which came within
o T J C° ? V f hlS1 interests in the Juvenile years °ÍL?/s 1:iterary life and before his mind had
thn^híratJd4 &ní settled on its main basis of and tendency in mature manhood, were
t " ®í1^ eous’ *!...... His journals show richtraceo_°f a wandering mind as well as of a
strolling habit; they are studded with what 
one can only call »fancies'— ideas and sugges-
ne?5Sní°Je W°FkBd °ut; an4 tIle miscellaneous-these in only a degree greater than that of the tales themselves."-1
In the year 1821 Hawthorne entered Bowdoin 

College m  Brunswick. While enfoute there Franklin 
Pierce and Jonathan Cilley, also entering Bowdoin, 
became not only his traveling companions, but, 
later, two of his most intimate friends. Two other 
strong friendships formed at Bowdoin were those of 
Henry W. Longfellow and Horatio Bridge. It was the 
latter who first prophesied Hawthorne's future 
literary career as a writer of fiction. Hawthorne 
did not share Bridge's conviction and had no except
ional faith in his own abilities. 2

After graduation Hawthorne saw his classmates 
settle down in their various careers; but for himself 
no very clear path presented itself. Literature as a

1. G. E. Woodberry, Hawthorne, How to Know Him rr ¿n ai 
ydn ? riSi The— bellioAs hurl t^n Harcourt, Brace and Co. 19S9. p p . 40-41/



profession had not as yet established itself in the 
united otates. The career of Brockden Brown was not 
at all encourgaging to prospective authors, although 
the Ijorth American Review was rapidly paving the way 
for periodical literature. In spite of all this, 
Hawthorne published the nove, Fanshawe. three years 
after his graduation. The romance met with no great 
success, and the anonymous author is a fit of im
patience succeeded in recalling the edition so that 
noo more than a half dozen copies are known to be 
extant. Weeks, months, and years of apparent unfruit
fulness, but all the while his careful observations and
gleanings from life itself furnish food for his future 
tales.

"Nothing could be more accurate and polished 
than his descriptions and his presentation of
îïo a+ÎUal £acts; but his fancy rises resilient 
Î Z £5®se to ,SOI?e Kearny, far-seeing perception or gentle moral inference.” 1
The next literary attempt of Hawthorne’s was the 

publication of the Twice Told Tales in 1857. This vol
ume was large and varied enough to meet the approval of 
public taste and although its reception was somewhat 
cool uet it was a decided success and established the 
author’s claim to literary fame. 1

1. George Parsons Lathrop, A Studv of H a w t w ™  p. 148. ---- ------- — ’
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Chapter III

SYMBOLISM IN THE TALES

The Twice Told Tales were first published 
anonymously in such periodicals as The New England 
Magazine. The Token, and the Knickerbocker Magazine, 
They now appeared under the author’s name from the 
press of the Boston American Stationers Co., in 
March, 1837. The volume consisted of eighteen tales 
of the thirty-seven written, and no doubt reflect 
the author’s judgment of his best work thus far.
His old friend, Henry W. Longfellow, had been most 
successful in his literary career and was now a pro
fessor at Harvard and perhaps the outstanding 
literary critic in the country at the time. His 
glowing appreciation of the Twice Told Tales, which 
appeared in the July number of the North American 
Review, was a powerful asset in helping to establish 
Hawthorne and promote the sale of his volume.
However, his place was hot yet won, ^

That Hawthorne had steeped himself in the history 1

1. G. E. Woodberry, Nathaniel Hawthorne.
(American Men of Letter Series) pp. 68-75.

Co
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of Puritan Massachusetts is shown in a number of
bbo — —-ce Tales. That he brooded over the
wrongs done tp the early Quakers by his own an
cestors and others is evidenced by the material 
put to use in TIie^Gentle Boy. This is the pathetic 
story of a Quaker child who has been separated from 
his parents by the harsh decree of Puritan rule,
The Quakeress mother is a symbol of religious 
lanaticism, drawn in sharp contrast with the Puritan 
woman, Dorothy Perason, who symbolizes religious
common sense or Christian charity. The unfortunate 
child Ilbrahim may be a symbol of the storm-tossed 
soul for whose possession the two religious forces 
contended. His mal-treatment at the hands of the 
children of the neighborhood symbolizes the struggles, 
sufferings and thwarted spirit of a soul become a 
prey to religious fanaticism. By symbolizing the 
soul in the person of a helpless child the author 
secures heightened effects of pathos and sympathy.
The Puritan persecutor’s are obviously the villains
m  the tale, and the practical moral alleogry so in 
separable with Hawthorne is summed up in the lines:

of IlbShiiWOfn?maJeS' aS tllSy 1161(1 eacl1 a ^and wtioii 1 formed a practical allegory: it was
?nf?o? t h ^  u$birdled fanaticism intending for the empire of a young heart." 1
1. Twice Told Tales, The Gentle Hoy, p. inZ



Redolent with, symbolisn and local color of 
old colonial New England is The Grey Champion.
Born in the cradle of American liberty, tales of 
this type readily found their way into the hearts 
of the people. The author embolizes very effec
tively the person of a hoary old man who "stands 
for" justice, and also the type of New England’s 
hereditary spirit, a symbol of her sons ever-ready 
pledge to appear and vindicate their ancestry. Its 
greatest strength, however, is in its meaning, its 
moral. The author’s peculiar art begins to show 
itself strongly in this tale:

Hawthorne as he matured,wrote, as it were, a palimpsest; there was a hidden
tha fcript’ and script tn *5® Ï 7 to what was beneath. He wasbQ+t^p^c. f  a writer of allegory; but this would be an incomplete designation

tha^di^ecï1«?? art’ WhlCh Was less simple BhttT.ÎÎ+ alleS°ry* His art was, indeed, abstract however concrete it might be in
superficial appearance; there was an increase ing element of thought’in it, and a?sincreas-
ÏÎh+ÎÎ10???? ?reW With this element and his beini ^nS^1 la handling it; something was eentinually infused into description and incident, which fed them with meaning
abstract C°ntents the work beSame’abstract,-one was in the presence of
thought rather than mere life... The
peculiarity of Hawthorne’s art is ttotthe
inland ?fvthe abstract in it is so engrossing and takes so imaginative a form." ^ 1

1 * G* E'Z°°cneliY’ gg-^borne. How to Know Him.
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iIlth tiie Srowth of the allegory there seemed /'I
t f

to be with Hawthorne a growth likewise in the con
viction that in every human heart there was some 
germ of hidden guilt or culpability and with him 
the concealment of this was the greater sin, as he 
later so forcibly shows in The Scarlet Letter.
Of his tales of this type, perhaps, none is more 
forcible than liie Minister’s Black Yell. One 
Reverend William Hooper, a pious clergyman appbars 
one day before his parishioners with a heavy black 
veil over his countenance. This image presented 
bad its relation to the mental idea and "stands 
for" the impenetrable curtain which hides men’s 
souls, the secrecy of men’s bosoms. Another 
example of the union between the sensuous and 
mental elements is to be found in Lady Eleanor’.
— ntle-* Here the Physical union of the image 
with the person is closer than in the instance of 
the veil; and the fusion of the image and the 
idea is more subtle. The rich mantle itself 
symbolizes the proud and haughty spirit of Lady 
Eleanor, which spirit morally isolates her 
character. But the folds of this rich mantle /
are filled with a dread contagious disease, which 
symbolizes her physical isolation. The mantle,



which is the source of her pride, is also the 
center of her humiliation.

Fancy’s Show Box and The’Haunted Mud remind
one of the old Morality plays., with their allegori 
cal figures such as Hope, Passion, Memory, Con
science, Mercy, and so on. Again Hawthorne’s 
fondness for laying bare human states of soul 
presents itself in a morality symbolizing life and 
presenting the usual time worn method of Virtue 
versus Vice. These tales have all the atmosphere, 
seriousness and abstract qualities of such old 
moralities as Everyman. The Haunted Mind has even
more of a funereal tone, and is suggestive of
Gray and other of the ’’Graveyard School”, when
the author ushers is such lines as:

y°u ’think how the dead are lying 
in their cold shrouds and narrow coffins through the dreary, winter of the grave
SoT+iann°i ?®fsuade 7°u:r fancy that they ®r shrink nor shiver, when the snow i * * * S

inf+°Vei“,tlleir little hillocks,donr^n? $last howls against the
ointhe+t0mb !̂ That ^loomy thoughthi collect a whole multitude and throw 

it complexion over your wakeful hour.” 1
S° delicately does Hawthorne blend unreality 

of theme with reality of incident that it is

1. iwice Told Tales, The Haunted Mind, p. 34 5



difficult to say just how much faith he expected 
his reader to have in his incidents of the super
natural. All the characters and events of 
Dr. Heidegger’s Experiment are quite plausible 
until the reader is asked to believe in the 
juvenescent properties of the famous liquid in the 
Doctor’s possession, and this is no easier than it 
IS to believe in the Fountain of Youth. However, 
Hawthorne’s real story is written beneath the 
surface as so often it was his habit to write 
them there; a second story, as it were, a moral, an 
allegory. After the rejuvenation of the four old 
characters their actions immediately testify that 
the opportunity to live their lives over again 
v̂ould make absolutely no improvement, in spite of
the fact that all four lives have been complete 
failures.

Huch is the lesson ye have taught mot»
?°°tor- ”Bu? th. B o o t h s  four’

selves hmhe taUSlli 210 suc]l lesson to themselves. ̂ They resolved forthwith to make
a pilgrimage to Florida, and quaff at morn

The moral is obvious; i.e., that of a 
misspent life and slight possibilities of amend-

1. Twice Told^Tales, gr, Heidegger’s E x p e r t



ment even if rejuvenation were an actuality.
Again purely allegories and with something 

of a parallel in the moral of each, The Ambitious 
— ■es~k> an(̂  ye ter G-oldthwaite * s Treasure may he 
grouped together. The central figure in each story 
is ODsessed with an insatiable craving. In the 
former it is the desire for earthly wealth, a
treasure of gold; in the latter a craving for fame 
or as the author expresses it

"high and distracted ambition. He nave borne to live an undistinguishable 
but not to be forgotten in the grave.” 1

could
life,

And this is the clue to the author's purpose 
m  writing the story. It is a tragedy of unreal- *—  
ized ambition. The life of the gifted and am
bitious youth, who had set his heart on vanning 
lasting fame, was suddenly cut off, and his very 
name remained unknown. Likewise, Peter Gold- 
tliwaite, after a long and feverish search for the 
treaure chest, found disappointment in its 
contents of worthless paper money instead of the 
desired yellow metal.

xx±e '.,re_at Carbuncle furnishes excellent
material for the pen of a poet. It is perhaps,

1. Twice Told Tales, The Ambitious Guest, p. 367.
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the most highly imgainative of all the tales, 
yet not without its moral purpose. Hawthorne 
speako of nimself as sitting by the wayside of 
■^le> -'-ike fTa man under enchantment.” Truly 
can it be said of him that he did sit by the 
wayside of life and looked at men, not as 
individuals, but as types of the humans race, 
people who were struggling for happiness or 
fame or some great ideal. The story concludes 
with following poetic passage and highly 
personal revelation on the part of the author:

r-rr-i it-1°T?:led many a milefrom the Crystal Hills, I saw a wondrous
tSeir summits> and was lured, bj- the faith of poesy, to be the latest pilgrim ox the Great Carbuncle« 1

Perhaps no other prose work of Hawthorne’s so
deservingly calls forth the following comment:

i , ? do not know any novelist who had rought into prose fiction so much of the 
atmosphere of poetry singularly pure, 
delicate and subtle, and, at its best, it 
nas an almost incalculable fascinatioi. 
and some not quite realized, but insensibly compelling, white magic.” 2 y
During the period which Hawthorne spent

i* Til?® Told Tales> The Great Carbuncle, p. 1 9 1  2* Arthur Symons, Stuaies m  ¿rose anFTerse. p. 62,
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m  the solitude and seclusion of the Old Manse 
he gave the world only eighteen short stories, 
which appeared in current periodicals about 
thus time. Later these tales were collected 
and others added to them and with an introduct
ory sketch of his life at the Concord Manse, 
he published them as Mosses from an Old Manse.
in Wiley and Putnam’s Library of American Books,
New York.

Tales unhiffi ^al?s as 111 "the Twice ToldPaJllshed nine years before, vie---ind Hawthorne s persistency to cling to
on hlmaSB’ rtvldly impressing itidea! d y connecting it with a mlntal

Hawthorne's art became always, not only more vividly symbolized, but ¿ore deeply moralized." 1 ’
This idea is perhaps hest exemplified in 

the story of Young Goodman Brown, who takes an
excursion to the woods on the witches’ Sabbath 
and attends one of their orgies there. As a 
result of this diabolical meeting Goodman’s 
faith is unsettled and shaken, pot only as to 
the honesty and virtue of his neighbors but 
also those who have taught him religion, the

G. E. i{oodberry, Nathaniel Hawthorne, p. 146.
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righteous of the village and even his beloved
young wife. Brown is a fitting symbol of those 
persons who knowingly and deliberately harbor 
the temptation to unbelief and tamper with doubt. 
Faith, his wife, appropriately so called, may be 
taken as a symbol of unshaken- faith. In spite of 
that fact that Brown, because of his experience 
is transformed into a "stern, a sad, a darkly 
meditative, a distrustful, if not a desperate man,"1 
her faith and confidence in him is never shaken 
and she follows his hoary corpse to the grave, 
a true martyr of fidelity. The place of the 
physical object is taken here by the incident in 
the words and the moral idea is less clearly stated. 
Like The Marble Faun of a later date, this story is 
one of those whose significance is felt to contain 
mystery which Hawthorne intended to remain in a 
dark state.

The physical union of the image with the 
person is most keenly felt in The Birthmark, which 
is a symbol of human imperfection. At the

1# Young Goodman Brown, p. 106.
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atmosphere that exhales from them. The theme is 
close to that of The Bir thmark.but of the two 
cases in question

f,the physical image is (in Rappaccinni*s 
Daughter), in ascending scale, more complete
ly personified; and the mental idea is corre
spondingly, more vitally expressed.” 1

”The fusion of the image with the idea 
without the intervention of human person, 
is more curiously wrought out in what is by 
far the most subtile of Hawthorne’s tales in 
this manner, both in thought and workmanship, The Artist of the Beautiful. The artist is, 
here, indeed an intermediary in the process; 
but the image in no way enters into his own 
personality,— on the contrary it proceedsfrom the artist, as a creation........  The
story of his work is told with infinite 
knowledge,— how it began, how it was broken 
off; how it was finished, and also what was 
its worth to the artist, when he had succeed
ed. The union of the image with the'idea in 
this tale amounts to identity; it is complete.” ^

The physical image in this tale has a decided 
parallel in The Snow Image. The characters like
wise may be grouped in two classes, i.e., those 
who only value the practical and those who have 
a love for the beautiful. Contact with the former 
type causes in each case the destruction of the 
symbol or physical image. When the materialistic 
old watchmaker, Peter Hovendon, touched the butter
fly, which symbolizes ideal beauty, it immediately

1. G-. E. Y/oodberry, Hawthorne. How to Know Him. n. 78.2. Ibid, p. 78. ------------
3



conclusion of the tale the moral lesson is drawn 
that imperfection is the necessary condition of 
morality to the degree that with its removal 
death must supervene, just as, when the birthmark 
fades, Georgians, the wife of Aylmer, dies. The 
situation here presents the opposition of the love 
of science to human love, although no conflict is 
described. The beauty of this woman is as near 
perfection as is physically possible except for a 
oirthmark on her cheek. Her husband, an alchemist, 
conceives the idea of removing the mark, attempts 
it, and as a result his wife dies. A still 
greater blend of the physical image with the 
person is to be found in Rappaccini’s Daughter.
In this case the young woman inhales the fragrance 
of the poison-tree until she herself is a living 
flower; she was the experiment of her father in 
creating a live poison-woman, a vitalized flower, 
the poison-tree, as it were, in human form. The 
physical object here is the flowering tree, with its 
heavy fragrance. The plot lies in the gradual 
transformation on the young man Giovanni by his 
contact with the maiden Beatrice until he, too. is 
drawn into the circle of death and shares the 
isolation of his beloved, by reason of the poisonous



drooled and died. When the practical matter-of- 
fact Mr. Lindsay insisted on captivating the 
little snow maiden, she too drooped and vanished. 

f O n  the other hand, the butterfly in the presence of 
the artist, Owen Warland and the Danforth child, 
waxes bright and beautiful, and Annie, its mother, 
seems to understand the mystery when she gazes on
radiant expression on her child’s face, exclaiming"

" </ ,TThe darling knows more of the mysterv than we do." 1 )
The snow image, a symbol of idealism or artistic 
beauty, danced and glistened in the company Of 
Violet and Peony and their beautiful artistic mother 
but met its doom at the hands of the too practical 
father who allowed no phenomenon of nature to tran
scend his wisdom or knowledge. /The delicately
wrought Artist of the Beautiful, owes its beauty 
to its

’’symbolism, which is carried out in minute and precise detail, the moral signi
ficance, which is as clear as it is deep, 
and the presence of a spiritual world in 
life for which a visible language is found, 
are all present in harmonious blending; and 
it has the added and rare charm of happiness without loss of truth. "  ̂* 2

1• The Artist of the Beautiful, p. 534.
2. G. E. Woodberry, Nathaniel Hawthorne, p. 149.
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A beautiful satire in the ¡shape of a parable 
on the vanity of all character, all outward appear
ance, and all distinction is to be found in 
Feathertop. "Many a fine gentleman," observes 
Mother Rigby pithily, "has a pumpkin-head, as well 
as my scarecrow." Feathertop is one of Haw
thorne* s creation from an imaginary world and

"he seems to .care for him as much as for Hester Prynne. In fact he is quite 
partial to Feathertop— a circumstance 
which a reader similarly disposed to the 
symbolist might feel justified in considering significant." 2  1 2

can Prose Masters, p. 76.
1. Feathertop. p. 255.
2. W. C. Brownell, Ameri



Chapter IV

SYMBOLISM IN THE FOUR NOVELS

Hawthorne’s strongest use of the symbol 
device is to be found in the New England master- 
Plece’ Scarlet Letter. The novel has its 
setting in the lonely New England wilderness, a 
most fitting background for a somber, moral tale. 
There is little gaiety or hopefulness in it. The 
theme was well-worn, the familiar combination of 
the wife, the lover, and the husband. The situa
tion is the situation after the woman’s fault has 
been committed and the current expiation and re
paration has set in. In spite of the relationship 
between Hester Prynne and Arthur Dimmesdale no 
story of love was surely less a "love story".
Hester Prynne with her flaming scarlet symbol, 
really becomes an accessory of the story after the 
first scene; but the denouement does not depend 
upon her, and the story goes on for the most part 
between the lover and the husband. As she emerges 
from the prison door, the fantastical gold embroider- 

letter shining on her bosom, Hawthorne’s use of 
physical image to concentrate, or express an idea is



perhaps, at its highest climax. The previous 
events are partially veiled; and the drama begins 
and ends on the scaffold. There is a remarkable 
absence of adventure, passion, and intrigue in the 
novel. It is not a tale of passion and sin; that 
chapter is closed.

Dark and hopeless as the story may seem, yet 
the author does not fail to give, here and there, 
faint gleams of hopefulness. Early in the tale 
when hester comes forth from the prison, Hawthorne 
calls attention to a wild rose bush growing be
side the bare and lonely prison door. Hope is thus 

X symbolized in the blossoming rose; a suggestion 
or hint of the peace of conscience that is to come 
u° erring ones as a result of suffering, 
reparation, and confession. The white rose(it may 
be imagined white, though the author does not say 
so) appears in the story at the same time the 
scarlet letter appears; the former a symbol of 
hopefulness and purity, the latter a symbol of 
shame and degradation, thus heightening the effect 
by means of contrast.

The handling of the physical image or symbol 
is enhanced and made more impressibe by means of



repetition and reduplication, thus also concentrat
ing interest and developing the meaning. The physi
cal image of the Scarlet Letter is never destroyed, 
but is repeated in other forms and persons, and, 
strangely enough, it is given a sort of life of its
own which grows like an evil and bewitched thing.
Of Hawthorne’s use of the Scarlet Letter symbols 
in persons and places other than on Hester Prynne’s 
bosom the following comment is made:

, q 1  Jn Scarlet Letter there is a great deal of symbolism; there is, I think, too much. 
-t is overdone at times and becomes mechanical* 

°ea^ S be impressive, and grazes triviality. The idea of the mystical A which the 
young minister finds imprinted on his breast 
and eating into his flesh, in sympathy with the 
broidered badge that Hester is condemned to wear, appears to me to be'a case in point.
Hiis suggestion should, I think have been made 
d dropped; to insist upon it and return to

u ' ,ls exaggerate the weak side of the subject.” 1

The discovery of a huge and flaming letter A 
in the ok/ by Dimmesdale is likewise commented upon;

„ , 1 r1?? letter A marked out in lines of dull
ion ’ r .feel that he (the author) goes+£°/ar’ anJ 1 8  in danger of crossing the line
ne??hbo?araweS thV  sublime from its intimate neighbor. We are tempted to say it is not a
moral tragedy but a physical comedy. In the
same way too much is made of the intimation

1. Henry Lames, Jr., Hawthorne. (English Men ofLettbr beriesi;ppTTT 3'-ii|#--~--------



+h^' ®ster J badge has a scorching property,
°ne ];ou1ciled it one would immediately ithdraw one s hand. Hawthorne perpetually
images whloh shall place themselves in picturesque correspondence with the spiritual facts wibh which he is concerned, and of

nootov Hn? e a r C l 1  if °f tlie Very essence of But la sucil a process discretion is
u n ° t e ? nd,when the image becomes importunate it is m  danger of seeming to,stand for nothing more serious than itself.” 1

While it is generally held that the use of the 
letter A goes beyond credulity, yet Dimmesdale’s 
state of mind must be considered. His remorse had 
driven him to a point bordering on madness. Its 
sharpest sting lay in the fact that Hester was 
obliged to wear the scarlet letter, while he went 
clad in robes of unquestioned sanctity, it was the
letter that tormented him. He had come into a 
condition where, because he could think of nothing 
else, he could see nothing else. -Hawthorne’s pur
pose is to describe the heart of this tortured man, 
and he does so in a page of magnificent writing.
EV8n if the objective picture does transcend credu
lity, it serves the author’s purpose, and one can 
hardly go with James in his suggestion of its being ' 
too near that line Milch separates the sublime from

!. Ibid, p. 1 1 5 .
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its intimate neighbor. It must be borne in mind, 
also, that James was a realist, and Hawthorne an 
idealist, and hence, poles apart in a judgment of 
this type. Of the case in hand, it 'must be re
marked that the idealist comes much nearer to the 
facts than does the realist.

Perhaps the most subtly creative of all Haw
thorne’s scarlet.letter symbols, is to be found 
m  the little child, Pearl. She is a living sym
bol of her.mother’s sin and in the child there is 
a strange incongruity; she is at once her mother’s 
greatest torture and also her greatest comfoit. 
Doubtless the life of Hester Prynne ?/ould have 
b0en luiljG unbearable without the companionship of 
the child, and yet she is constantly tortured by 
the childish questionings concerning the letter, its 
meaning, and origin for Pearl

"seems always to be in the scene for a
w i t h ° n a t u r i n  i ‘b s e l f  inharmonious nir V ^ tUraV \ lldhood innocence and the sig-
neiietia1°nrl?Ltha le^teT > which is felt as a perpetual discord, when the two are brought
closely together, and their union so tirelessly insisted on, as in the tale.’’ 1  T'irej-ess”
As a visible outcome of the guilty passion, 1

1. G. E.Woodberry, Nathaniel Hawthorne. How 
■ to luiow Him, n. 1 4 -7 , — *----
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little Pearl stands before the world, an elfin 
child that ’’lacked reverence and adaptation to 
the world into which she was born’’, 1 and that 
lived with her mother in a ’’circle of seclusion 
from human society.’’ 2 Pearl’s peculiar kind of 
beauty is enhanced by the garb fashioned by the 
skillful hands of her mother. Hester’s skill 
with the needle lends a smooth connecting link 
between the history of the letter and the theme.

uer mother, in contriving the child’s garb^ailowed the gorgeous tendencies of her 
imagination their full play; arraying her in 
\ Cr m̂SOn velvet "tunic, of a peculiar cut embroidered with fantasies and’
nr °f ??ld tllread« So much strengthI!j ,°r m g , which must have given a wan and pallid aspect to cheeks of a fainter bloom

adaPted Pearl’s blauty° aAd “ eS6?¿ h f : a ^ teSt ^  fla-  - -
lt^as a remarkable attribute of his garb and, indeed of the child’s whole 

appearance, that it irrestibly and inevit?hw 
reminded the beholder of the tokSn S i S  7  
heater Prynne was doomed to wear on her bosom
scarlet^lettp^rle^ lef er ln another form; the
herself ,s f ??dowei llfe! The motherncroeii -as if the red ignominy were deenlv
scorched into her brain that all her concent-
oSt the^imili? Jorm:“a]?d carefully wrought morbid lavisbing many hours ofmorbid ingenuity, to create an analogy between
ier guilt^and ier+affe°tion andguilt and torture, But in truth, Pearl

Phe Scarlet Letter, -n. 96 2. Ibid. p. 96.



was one, as well as the other; and only in 
consequence of that identity had Hester con
trived so perfectly to represent the scarlet letter in her appearance." 1

As to the historical background of The Scar
let Letter— such a village, with such a tragedy, 
never existed; but Hawthorne has symbolized 
historical Hew England by an environment which 
he created round a tragedy that he had read in 
the human heart, and in this tragedy itself he 
was able to symbolize New England life and its 
internal features. It is not characteristically, 
but only historically an American tale; truly 
speaking both by its manner and origin, it is pure
ly New England. The isolation of the scene, the 
condensation of the motif, the great abstractness 
of the content which are all somewhat dependent on 
the strong use of symbolism made in the letter, 
give an appearance of universal art, but on closer 
examination it proves to be less an expression of 
the general heart of man than a product of local 
environment.

3carlet Letter was finishad in February, 
1850. Exhausted from the travail of its writing,

1. G. E. Woodberry, Hawthorne. How to Know Him.PP. 177-1787 ----------- - -



Hawthorne was incapable of falling to work at once 
on a new book. The following September, however, 
his energies revived and he began a new romance.
He wrote with so steady an application and with 
such untroubled fluency that by the early days of 
January, The House of Seven Gables came into being, 
xhis novel presents a problem of ancestral guilt. 
Though almost as powerful as that of the sin of 
concealment of sin, yet it is less harrowing than 
that of the ordeal of his previous romance. A 
love story with a happy ending, with a certain 
lightness in the handling of Hapzibah, combined 
with terror;— - the curse of Maule upon the house; 
Clifford’s insanity; a concealed stairway; con
cealed papers and Judge Pyncheon’s tragic doom.

The characters, like most of Hawthorne’s 
characters, are seen through a mist, standing out 
m  the memory as shadows, optical illusions. What 
does impress itself on the memory is the theme the 
characters contribute to this purpose. Had they 
been more definitely delineated the author’s moral 
purpose would have been frustrated. Old Pyncheon 
stands not for a human being, but reminds us of 
some Avarice in an old morality. Hepzibah
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represents an hereditary trait of old aristocracy, 
i*e., her inability to apply herself to any use
ful purpose. This helpless aristocratic type of 
womanhood is symbolized in Lady Alice's pale- 
tinted "posies" faintly blooming each season in 
their seclusion of the old gabled house. In bright 
contrast with these specimens of decadent ancestry 
is Phoebe, youthful and naive and "an affecting re
petition of the Pearl-motif in the previous book,"  ̂
whose love affair with the modern young daguerro- 
typist forms one of the brightest spots in the 
romance. She is the first Pyncheon to learn humil- 
ity, enhancing the contrast by her simplicity and 
self-effacement.

The old gabled House itself symbolizes the 
intermingled fortunes of the Pyncheons and Maules. 
Gloomy, moss-grown, scene of dread deeds,' like a 
great incubus, it cast its blight upon the innocent. 
Only when they escaped from the tyranny of the House 
and their ancestry, did the inhabitants have any
thing like happiness.

i j ,ingly symbolic of the feebleness and 1

1. Ernest Erwin Leisy. American Literature.
an Interpretive purvey. New York?—T. Y. Crowell Co. 1929. p. 98.
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decreptitu.de of the Pyncheon line —  the end of an 
old race, is the scraggy and withered brood of 
chickens in the back yard of the old Pyncheon 
home. So aptly does the author weave these threads 
of symbolism throughout the work,that their signi
ficance is effective without being in the least 
obstrusive. Again we find

■a

Hawthorne’s moral pre-occupation is not narrowly didactic; it is expressed in terms 
of symbolism. It is in this connection that 
his transcendentalism is most apparent. In his earlier work he had been inclined to 
brood ao long over a problem that the symbol 
became fanciful. Gradually, however, his 
imagination triumphed more and more...»” I
— Blithedale Romance is the main result of 

Hawthorne's experience at Brook Farm, without, how
ever, being an accurate portrait of the little 
colony. The two main points of interest in the 
story are scenes from nature on one hand, and four 
romantic characters on the other.

A relic of Hawthorne’s old manner, i.e., the 
physical object symbolizing traits of physical 
nature is again to be found in the fresh, beautiful, 
exotic flower worn in Zenobia’s hair. Without play
ing any large part in the development of the novel 
it is a fitting symbol of her rich, exuberant,
magnetic character.

!• Ibid, p. 101.



This novel may be said to be un-Hawthornesque 
in that it deals not at all with the supernatural, 
having been based upon the author's Brook Farm 
experience. There is here a mingling of romance 
and realism and less symbolisn than in the other 
three novels.

The setting and environment of The Marble 
Faun are as distinctly Italian as Hawthorne's 
earlier tales are distinctly New English. The 
author's sense of vision becomes filled with 
Italian scenery,— historic Rome, its galleries, 
churches, gardens, squares; Monte Beni with its 
quaint Tuscany castle and "sunshine wine", the 
golden atmosphere of the hills and a score of 
other touches that make up the background of 
this charming setting. Hawthorne is still the 
moralist, even though removed from his native 
Huritan environment. However, there is a dis
tinction between the Italian story and his 
earlier type of moral tale. Rome is the scene 
of the play. The characters are only four, Dona
tello, Miriam, Hilda, and Kenyon. Again we find 
the author's characteristic interest in states of 
mind and moral truths. Unlike The Scarlet Letter.



we find the sin has not occured before the opening 
scene but becomes a part of the narrative. How
ever, the interest is not in the committing of the 
sin, but in the suffering soul, a result of the 
sin. Donatello is a symbol of natural innocence. 
He commits an impulsive crime in Miriam’s behalf. 
It is spiritual development, the birth of a soul 
through sin-- the history of a soul in sin vdiich 
forms the moral theme. The method of portraying 
states of soul is perhaps more indirect than in 
his earlier works.

ihe physical image, however, which had served him so long as an interpreter of moral 
phenomena, had now exhausted its powers at 
least in its original form of a clear and 
definite object in which significance could 
be concentrated and reinforced by various

A £elic °f i1: remains in the pointed 
+ inthe Faun> hesitatingly ascribed toas the sign and symbol of his ances- tral heritage of a state of nature which his 

mortal sin disturbed; but it is always only a
and sufvlval of> the earliest manner and playo no serious part in the new tale.” I

A figure of sensitive purity, rendered sym
bolically, and with truth and delicacy is that of 
" -1:la ln her dove-cote, keeping the perpetual 
lamp burning at the shrine of the Virgin. In spite

1. G. E. Woodberry, Hawthorne. How to Know Him.p. 183. ----- ----



of the faint colors in which she is painted, she 
has more true vitality and lingers longer in the 
memory of the reader than the other three charac
ters. Italian as her setting is, she herself is 
a New England Puritan and Hawthorne could not help 
but impart some reality to her character. Her 
absolute disappearance from the scene for several 
chapters is rather an evaporation than an exit, 
and inclines the reader to think Kenyon has been 
deluded by a phantom in the winning of her hand.

There is a sort of paralyzing fatalism pre
siding over the conduct of Hawthorne’s characters 
in II1.!3. barbie Faun and perhaps this is one of the 
reasons for their lack of vitalization. In the 
interview with her spectral model in the Borghese 
Grove, Miriam cries out against her apparent doom, 
giving vent to the wish that both of them might 
have been buried by the crumbling ceilings of the 
catacombs in which they so fatefully met.

”It wer£ vain to wish it— replies her 
In a-^ labyrinth of mid-

xates cross and are entahgled. The thr are twisted into « o-f-™™__ _ 7

one
r. Our

The threads



nor my masculine force break them. We must sub mi t." -1

That the author did not intend to give his 
cast real characterization is quite obvious from
a statement in the preface referring to the setting 
of the story:

-i-oaxy, as the site of the romance was chiefly valuable as affording a sort of 
poetic or fairy precinct, where actualities 
would not be so terribly insisted upon as 
they are in America. No author without a 
trial can conceive of the difficulty of 
writing a romance about a country where 
ho. n is no shadow, no antiquity, no mystery, 

no pibturesque or gloomy wrong, nor anything 
Dut a commonplace prosperity,' in broad and ° 
simple daylight, as is happily the case with my dear native land." *
Early in the tale Hawthorne places the same 

idea m  the mouth of Miriam, when she makes the 
following statement:

-i ̂ e-uai^ists P^POsely exclude sunshine and all but a partial light, beacuse we
•iv »ri necessary to put ourselves at odds wxoh Nature before trying to imitate her.

Sirikes you very strongly, does it aaT::+,But w?jnake very pretty pictures
« » T X " * o n t  a r t f u l l y  a r r a n g e a

The four characters of the cast— Miriam, 
Donatello, Hilda, and Kenyon are exactly the sort * 2 3

The Marble Faun, pp. $6 -7 7 .2. Ibid. Preface, p. ry.3. Ibid, p. 184.



one would expect to see moving in the midst of 
artfully arranged lights and shadows.” Their 

background is conventional and admirably suited 
to them. If they were for a moment detached 
from it and removed— say to New England— one 
might see how insubstantially they are put 
together. Donatello describes his own shadowy 
existence when speaking to Kenyon, he says:
"It is not my will, but my necessity to avoid 
men’s eyes.” 1  He, perhaps, more than any of 
the other characters would fail to hold up under 
an examination in the light of broad day. Even 
in the end he is more unreal than ever, the 
reader receives no clear understanding as to his 
origin or nature and it is not learned whether 
or not he actually has furry ears, a suggestion 
constantly referred to throughout the tale.

The moral drama of The Garble Faun is perhaps 
too abstract or not abstract enough. If it had 
been a story translated into pure poetic symbols, 
it might have had about it a sort of misty, dis
embodied truth. But it is a group of presumably

1« Ibid, p. 184.



real men and women the author presents and asks 
the reader to be interested in. He then tells 
too little about them, shrouds them in mystery 
so great that when they are masked at the carni
val, they are as real as they ever are in the 
story. Hawthornef s primary concern in the story 
is, perhaps, the effect of sin on an innocent 
soul and the suffering that follows. Donatello 
and Hilda may both be taken as types or symbols 
of innocence. Both came in contact with sin.
The former actually commits sin through the in
fluence of another; the latter is only aware of 
the sin, having had no actual part in it other 
than knowing it has been committed. With Dona
tello the author makes it a problem of person
ality and suggests that only through sin and 
the suffering it entails is he humanized. Up to 
this point in the story he has had few really 
human characteristics. But has not the author 
failed if he actually intended sin to humanize 
Donatello? Does Donatello really seem any more 
human after the sin than before? Only in one 
respect, i.e., that he is now capable of suffer
ing while before the cornrnitting of the sin he
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seemed not to "be capable of it. When Donatello 
is consigned to his prison c ell the reader still 
wonders if he is real or human enough to be cap
able of suffering there. Hilda suffers from the 
mere knowledge of the sin and carries the detest
ed weight of it on her heart. For a long time she 
is saddened and oppressed by it until finally she 
does, not what we would expect the Puritan New 
England girl to do, but what would seem puite 
natural for Donatello. One day she goes to 
ot. leter’s in Pome, enters a confessional and 
pours out her dark secret into the bosom of the 
church and comes away with a lightened conscience. 
j.his scene together with the pages describing the 
murder committed by Donatello under Miriam’s eyes 
has been given high rank in the realm of imagina
tive world of writing.

’’Like all of Hawthorne’s things, it 
contains many light threads of symbolism 
which shimmer in the texture of the tale 
but which are apt to break and remain in*our 
fingers if we attempt to handle them. These
things are a part of Hawthorne’s very manner_almost, as one might say, of his vocabulary: 
they belong much more to the surface of his 
work than to its stronger interest. The fault 

transformation is that the element of the 
unrea1 is pushed too far, and that the book is 
neither positively of one category nor of anoth- 
er. His ’moonshiny romance', he calls it in a 
etter, and in truth the lunar element is a _____little too -pervasive,n x
1. Henry James, Jr., Hawthorne, p. 163.



Chapter V

CONCLUSION
•

HawthorneT s true symbolic art lay in the 
iact of his being able to teach aptly a moral 
lesson by means of a physical representation 
by form with a mental idea. A student of the 
soul, he was ever interested in the play of 
conscience under sin. He was full of dreams, 
fantasies and symbols,— turning nature into 
spirit and spirit back to nature; but however 
wild the play of his imagination, the idea or 
moral lesson underlying it always has three 
characteristics: it is real, and true, and 
moral.

In spite of the fact that most critics are 
• prone to agree that Hawthorne is more of an alle
gorise than a symbolist, a careful study of his 
worj.s reveal much that is symbolic, both in the 
early tales and the novels of his maturer years, 
.diile many of the early tales are for the most 
part allegories, yet the threads of symbolism are 
easily discernible. . His contemporary Edgar Allan 
Poe says of his first tales:
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"He is infinitely too fond of 
allegory, and can never hope for popularity so long as he persists in it."

Weighty as such a prediction might prove from so 
■ an authoritative a critic as Poe, yet the early 
tales of Hawthorne did enjoy a certain populari
ty, and what is more have since held a place in 
American literature as classics. From this fact 
one might infer that the critic's word is not 
always law. Hawthorne, however, becomes the real 
symbolist in his later novels, especially in 

—mc.a3-*ley e b oer. where his symbolic art rises 
to its highest pinnacle, No other work of 
Hawthorne is so absolutely devoid of allegory as 
is this novel. Didacticism and moralizing are 
completely absent and in their stead is found 
reality-and nature. The fancy that so completely 
obsessed him on other occasions is subordinated 
and made to seem actually to "belong."

kuch has been said of Hawthorne's failure at 
character portrayal. His characters are said to 
be incomplete, too inadequate, too faintly drawn.
In this Hawthorne shows quite as much art as in any

1- Works of Edgar Allan Hoe. New York: The 
Colonial Co. 1895. Yol. YU. p. 3 7 .
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of the other phases of his work. Faintly drawn 
characters suit hest the symbolic tendency of his 
peculiar art. 7/ere they too vividly sketched they 
would over-shadow his symbolic devices and frus
trate his purpose. They are intended 'to make only 
a partial appearance, to be rather veiled— "to 
bloom faintly in a retired shade." Since Hawthorne's 
distinctive trait according to Poe,

"is invention, creation, imagination, 
originality— a trait which in the literature 
of fiction is positively worth all the rest,’’̂-

it is quite reasonable to suppose Hawthorne could 
have produced strong, definite, well-drawn charac
ters had it suited his purpose to do so. Proof 
for this may be found in the portrayal of Hepzibah 
Pyncheon. Was ever a character better sketched 
both as to outward appearance and inner character?
At the same time she also serves Hawthorne’s sym
bolic purpose, suffering as she does from the an
cient wrong of a former generation.

It has been pointed out in Chapter II of this " 
work that Hawthorne’s obsession with the problems 
of evil was due to his solitariness and ancestral 
strain. Moralizing in New England literature was

1. Ibid, p. 34.



not an innovation. Jonathan Edvards, Michael Wigg- 
lesworth and the Mathers had gone before. Paul 
Elmer More calls attention to the fact that the 
only two writers out of the famous group of men who 
really attained perfection of form in the higher 
field of imagination ?/ere two whose minds were 
absorbed by the weirder phenomena of life, i.e., 
Hawthorne and Poe.

"It is this precisely that we understand 
by the term ’weird»— not the veritable vision of unearthly things, but the peculiar half
vision inherited by the soul when faith has 
waned and the imagination prolongs the old 
sensations in a shadowy involuntary life of 
its own; and herein, too, lies the“field of 
true and effective symbolism. If Hawthorne 
and Poe as we think possess an element of 
force and realism such as Tieck and the 
German school utterly lack, it is because they 
write from the depths of this profound moral experience of their people." 1

Hawthorne’s style, while perhaps less original 
than his substance and art, is nevertheless his own. 
In very truth, here, the style is the man. His per
sonal traits are mirrored faintly and evenly. At no 
time is he rhetorical or figurative and perhaps only 
is he saved from conventionality at times by his 
subject matter. Staidness of expression is quite in

1* Shelburne Essays. New York: G. P. Putnam’s 
Sons. 1904.(First Series), pp. 69-70.
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harmony with the propriety of its thought, 
and at no time are there qualities thrown into 
disarrangement by fervor or heat. Perpetual sym
bolism is characteristic and omnipresent.

\
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